WA CITE CHGO 8431

SUPPORT

RE CASE

REFER UA 16998 X 16998 UNDER DATE 6 X 6 MARCH

RECEIVED A LETTER FROM DAVIDSON IN WHICH DAVIDSON ASKED IF THE TAPE HAD BEEN ANALYZED ATATIC X ATIC WRIGHT FIELD. REPLIED THAT THE TAPE WAS FORWARDED TO PROPER AUTHORITIES FOR EVALUATION AND NO X NO INFORMATION WAS AVAILABLE CONCERNING RESULTS. THEN RECEIVED A SECOND LETTER DATED 19 X 19 MARCH FROM DAVIDSON IN WHICH HE SAID SINCE HE WAS NOT IN A POSITION TO MAKE ENQUIRIES HE WOULD LIKE ADDRESS OF PROPER PARTIES TO WHOM TO MAKE THEM. REPLIED THAT HE UNDERSTOOD THE PROPER ADDRESS FOR FORWARDING INFORMATION ON "FLYING SAUCERS" IS AIR TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE CENTER, WRIGHT PATTERSON AIR FOR BASE. SUBSEQUENTLY, LEARNED THAT DAVIDSON MADE ENQUIRIES THERE APPARENTLY THEY stalled HIM.
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